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To accelerate the realization of “JR East Group Management Vision V,” the company reviews progress on an annual 
basis under “Priority Initiatives Going Forward” and makes regular updates to all initiatives. In October 2016, as part of 
its priority group-wide tasks, JR East updated its measures and set three new initiatives:

JR East Group Management Vision V: Priority group-wide tasks

JR East Group faces internal and external “change points,” including changes in railway systems, the increasingly flat 
division of work, and the rapid transition to the next generation. In light of these, JR East will proactively solve issues by 
strengthening related equipment and facilities and revising safety education and training.

Given the realization of projects such as the opening of the Hokkaido Shinkansen line to expand the railway network 
as well as the completion of JR SHINJUKU MIRAINA TOWER, the JR East Group will further improve the added value 
for our customers by taking on the challenge of maximizing operating revenues.

Based on the “TICKET TO TOMORROW” communication slogan, the JR East Group will advance concerted initiatives 
aimed at providing high-quality services to meet customers’ expectations and creating a legacy for society beyond 
2020. Each and every one of our employees will make the most of these changes by utilizing them as opportunities and 
continue to meet the challenge of revolutionizing ourselves not only in the railway business but in all of our businesses.

◆Improve the safety and reliability of transportation

◆Take on the challenge of enhancing profitability

◆TICKET TO TOMORROW: Tickets to tomorrow for each and every one of us

TICKET TO TOMORROW

JR East 2020 Project

Improve the convenience and establish
the brand power of largescale stations

Advance strategies for visitors to Japan

Pillar of initiatives  I
Helping to ensure that the Games
proceed without issues

① Provide safe and reliable railway infrastructure
 that is barrier free
② Provide information to facilitate usage and provide
 comfortable passenger rail transportation services

Pillar of initiatives II
Contributing to the growing
enthusiasm surrounding the event
① Stimulate tourism with a view to restoration of the
 (Tohoku) disaster area
② Realize regional revitalization in eastern Japan
③ Enhance the appeal of the Tokyo metropolitan area
 by upgrading large-scale stations
④ Advance diversity
⑤ Contribute continuously to local communities
 through support for sport




